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italy: roman period to late antiquity

is visible in the vocalization of the Parma A
manuscript of the Mishna, which was written
in Salento (Ryzhik 2010; cf., for example, the
frequent vocalizations with šuruq in place of
™olam, which are parallel to the process ö >
u in the local dialect in words borrowed from
other Italian dialects).
In the late 15th century confusion between
qamaß and ™olam and related phenomena are
common in some northern Italian manuscripts
(Ryzhik 2008:27–31). These phenomena provide evidence of processes that are parallel
to those of contemporary Ashkenazic traditions in their passage from proto-Ashkenazic to
Ashkenazic pronunciation. It appears that the
massive inﬂux of Sephardic Jews put an end to
these processes in Italy.
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Italy: Roman Period to Late
Antiquity
There are to date no comprehensive studies
on the question of how widespread and deep
knowledge of Hebrew was among Jews in Italy
of the Roman Period and Late Antiquity. So
far this question has only been addressed on
speciﬁc points (see esp. Rosén 1995; de Lange
1996; Noy 1999). Our main sources, beginning around the 1st century C.E., are funerary inscriptions (epitaphs) which, although
abundant, provide only a very partial picture
of the broader context in which they were
produced. Moreover, the inscriptions rarely
contain Hebrew, and when they do, its interpretation is often controversial. Hebrew began
to appear in other epigraphic sources (short
texts on rings, seals, amulets, amphorae, lamps,
etc.) in the 4th or 5th century. These must be
carefully assessed to determine their proper
place in the variegated historical framework
of the vast Jewish presence on Italy’s mainland
and islands.
Jews probably ﬁrst began to settle in signiﬁcant numbers in Italy around the time of the ﬁrst
treaties between Rome and the Hasmoneans
(161 and 142 B.C.E.; see 1 Macc. 8.7–30,
15–17), perhaps at ﬁrst in the port cities of Sicily and southern Italy, then in Rome and in the
country’s other commercial centers. Contacts
and trade with Alexandria may have stimulated
this immigration. However, the main inﬂux of
Jews was the result of the deportation en masse
of slaves from Judea, in several waves: initially
in 63–61 B.C.E., during Pompey’s wars; then
in 68–71 C.E., under Vespasian and Titus; and
ﬁnally in 132–135 C.E., under Hadrian. Other
waves of immigrants came at different times
from Egypt, North Africa, and Mesopotamia.
This huge inﬂux of Jews—whose native
languages were predominantly Aramaic and
Greek—led to the establishment of many
communities, soon organized in various ways
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according to their provenance, languages, and
customs. In Julio-Claudian times, the Jews of
Rome had at least ten synagogues (for example,
those of the Herodiani, the Agrippenses, and the
Augustenses; in Ostia there was a synagogue,
too), but nothing is known of their liturgical
language(s). A fact of possible relevance to this
issue is the existence—attested in Greek epitaphs of the 3rd–4th centuries (JIWE II.2, 33,
578–579)—of a synagogue ‘of the Hebrews’
(tòn hebreòn), an appellative probably referring
to Jews whose liturgical language was Hebrew
and/or Aramaic and whose spoken language
was Aramaic. Soon after the Bar Kokhba revolt
many Jewish scholars ﬂed Judea. One of them,
Mattiyah ben £ereš, moved to Rome, where
he established a yeshivah (Babylonian Talmud
Sanhedrin 32b; Sifra Deut. 80); Hebrew was
surely used and understood in his academy.
In the 3rd century, literary evidence for
the Jewish communities temporarily wanes,
but this is offset by numerous Jewish epitaphs which begin to appear about this time
in Italy. The catacombs of Rome alone have
yielded about six-hundred inscriptions, i.e.,
about thirty percent of all the Jewish inscriptions in the Mediterranean area. Another twohundred texts, mainly from the 4th to the 6th
century, have been found in the rest of Italy,
mostly in the South and in Sicily. The languages used in the inscriptions from Rome are
Greek (approximately seventy-eight percent),
Latin (twenty-one percent), and Hebrew or
Aramaic (only one percent; three percent if
we include inscriptions with isolated Hebrew
words). The predominance of Greek in these
epitaphs has been interpreted in various ways.
According to some scholars (e.g., Leon 1927),
it reﬂects the language commonly spoken by
the Roman Jews; this is not an inevitable conclusion, for—especially in late ancient times,
when most Roman Jews surely spoke Latin—
Greek was also used as a liturgical language.
In any case, Hebrew rarely appears in these
inscriptions, and when it does, it is mainly in
stereotyped formulas and phrases such as שלום
šalom ‘peace’,  ישראלyi«ra±el ‘Israel’, and שלום
 על ישראלšalom ≠al yi«ra±el ‘peace upon Israel’
(JIWE II.92, 529, etc.). Due to their frequent
association with ﬁgurative symbols—especially
the menorah and the Sukkoth symbols—it has
been suggested that these short formulas in
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Hebrew may have been used not so much for
the meanings which they conveyed, as for their
magical properties and sanctity, attributed to
the Hebrew letters themselves (Noy 1999:141;
Rutgers 2000:302–305). This is not the case,
however, with the rare inscriptions in Hebrew
and/or Aramaic entirely in Jewish script, such
as JIWE II.153, a very uncertain reading of
which is  לברכתה תהיle-birkata tehi ‘may she
be a blessing’ (in Aramaic); JIWE II.58, perhaps
to be read  אניה התנה דבר קלבריה±nyh htnh
dbr qlbryh ‘Annia (?) the son-in-law (?) of BarCalabria’ (also in Aramaic); or the bilingual
Greek-Aramaic epitaph of Isidora (JIWE II.33).
Further clues about Italian Jews’ knowledge of
Semitic languages are provided by JIWE II.551,
the Greek epitaph of Hermione, in which only
the deceased’s surname, Barše≠oda, was written
in Latin characters, though with a Hebrew šin
in the middle (BARשEODA) to stress the correct pronunciation. The use of the Hebrew letter here points to some knowledge of Hebrew.
In inscriptions found outside of Rome short
Hebrew formulas appear almost everywhere,
but are especially elaborate and sophisticated
in the South. In a group of late ancient Latin
funerary inscriptions from Naples (JIWE I.27–
35, 5th–6th centuries), alongside the widespread use of the Hebrew word  שלוםšalom
‘peace’, there appear expressions such as שלום
 על מנוחתךšalom ≠al menu™atúa ‘peace upon
your resting-place’ and words of liturgical
provenance, such as  סלהsela and  אמן±amen.
In one case the name of the deceased, Numerius (qualiﬁed as ebreus, as are two others), is
transcribed in Hebrew letters (JIWE I.33). Also
from Naples comes a seal with the Hebrew
name or expression  יתשלוםyiμšalom ‘be paciﬁed(?)’ (JIWE I.25).
Biblical quotations in these epitaphs are rare.
In Rome, there are a few epitaphs which quote
Prov. 10.7, “the memory of the righteous shall
be for a blessing”, all in Greek and drawing on
both the Septuagint and Aquila’s Greek version
(JIWE II.112, 276, 307). The formula concluding many epigraphs, “may he/she sleep peacefully”, is possibly inspired by Ps. 4.9. It has been
suggested that, via the Semitized use of Greek
among the Roman Jews, a Jewish inﬂuence
on the vulgar and late Latin vocabulary can
be detected (Rosén 1995:26–39). No Hebrew
biblical citations have been found among the
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epitaphs of Rome so far, but many occur in
southern Italy. In the epitaph of Glyka from
Otranto (JIWE I.134; 3rd/4th century), the
source of the Hebrew expression משכבם עים
 צדיקיםmiška∫am ≠im ßaddiqim ‘they rest with
the righteous’ is unclear. A short distance away,
in Taranto, we have the noteworthy GreekHebrew epitaph of Daudatus son of ≠Azaryah
and Susannah (JIWE I.118), which carries on its
verso an elaborate Hebrew text, consisting of a
collection of eulogies including a formula taken
from Prov. 10.7 ( זכר צדיק לברכהzeúer ßaddìq
li-∫raúa ‘the memory of the righteous shall be
for a blessing’), along with elements from Dan.
12.2 ( נשמתו לחיי עולםnišmaμo lë-™ayye ≠olam
‘may his spirit have eternal life’) and 1 Sam.
25.29 ( תנוח נפשו בצרור החייםtanua™ naƒšo
bi-ßror ha-™ayyim ‘may his soul rest in the bundle of life’). Such a concatenation of eulogies
in long texts is common in later epitaphs from
the same area (see JIWE I.120–133, Taranto,
7th–8th centuries), but it is surprising to ﬁnd
them in a text dated between the 4th and the
6th centuries.
While none of these examples necessarily
point to a widespread knowledge of Hebrew,
there must have been some familiarity with the
Hebrew Bible, probably gained through liturgy
and prayer. Hebrew and Aramaic literacy must
have existed among scholars and religious leaders, although even this should not be taken for
granted in every period. All this evidence, in
any case, ﬁts well with Jerome’s testimony (Ep.
32.1; 36.1, 5) concerning the ease with which
a Jew could have access to the Hebrew Bible
in late ancient Rome. As Jerome wrote in the
year 384, Roman Jews were wont to spend time
studying; he also mentions having borrowed
some scrolls (volumina) of the Hebrew Bible
from a Jew (hebreus) who, in his turn, had borrowed them from a synagogue.
The Venosa catacombs provide the clearest
evidence for the gradual reappropriation of
Hebrew by the Jews of southern Italy. These
catacombs were in use from the 3rd to the 6th
century. When epitaphs reappear in the area,
after a break—possibly due to the Byzantine
oppression of Mediterranean Jewry—at the end
of 7th century, and in another cemetery outside
of the catacombs, a signiﬁcant cultural change
appears to have occurred in the meantime: the
language used is exclusively Hebrew. In the
catacombs, which are still not fully explored,

the earliest inscriptions are all in Greek, then
there is a gradual switch to Latin, and ﬁnally to
Hebrew. Hebrew appears at ﬁrst in short stereotypical formulas, then becomes increasingly
common. Of special interest in this context is
the inscription of the aged ‘presbyter’ Secundinus (JIWE I.75, 5th century), where a Hebrew
introductory formula is followed by an epitaph
in Greek written in the Hebrew script, which
can be counted among the earliest Judeo-Greek
texts:
שלום על מישכבו· טפוס סהקונדינו פרסוביטרו·קימיטי
·אן ירינא· אטון אוגדואנטא
šalom ≠al miška∫o / tafos sekoundinou presbyterou / (e)koimèthè en eirènè / etòn ogdoènta

‘Peace on his resting place. Tomb of Secundinus
(the) elder, who fell asleep in peace, aged eighty’.
In Venosa the use of Hebrew is proportionally
much more frequent than in Rome: out of seventy-one epigraphs, twenty-nine (forty-one percent) contain Hebrew expressions supplementing
the Greek or Latin text, and nine (thirteen percent) are entirely in Hebrew.
As regards the Italian islands, in Sardinia
some acquaintance with the Hebrew language
and script can be detected in the elaborate Jewish tombs of Sant’Antioco (5th–6th century)
where, along with the usual formulas, there
was a painted epitaph (JIWE I.173)—now lost
and known only from copies—with a Latin
text between two lines of Hebrew, quite conventional in content (amen, amen, šalom ≠al
Yi«ra±el), but curiously miswritten left to right,
with some letters reversed. The same Hebrew
expressions occur in Sicily, along with the
deceased’s name (Šemu±el) in Hebrew script, in
a long Latin text from Catania dated to the year
383 (JIWE I.145). A remarkable ﬁnd in Sicily
consists of magical inscriptions and amulets
from late antiquity, mostly in Greek but sometimes in Hebrew or Aramaic. These show that
fairly complicated texts were in local circulation at the time; it cannot be proved, however,
that these objects were locally manufactured.
From the 6th to 9th/10th century Hebrew
written documentation disappears from Italian soil, as from everywhere in Europe, with
the exception of southern Italy, where a number of texts from Venosa and various centers in eastern Puglia (Bari, Taranto, Oria,
Otranto) bear witness to increasing mastery of
the Hebrew language up until the early Middle
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Ages, although only among the upper strata of
local Jewish society.
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Italy: Middle Ages
This entry will summarize the historical development and use of the Hebrew language in
Italy from the 9th to the 14th centuries. Distribution and distinctive features of the Hebrew
language will be discussed with regard to different literary genres, geographical areas, and
time periods.
1. T h e L a n g u a g e o f t h e
P A Y TA N I M o f t h e 9 t h – 1 0 t h
˙
Centuries
While for the ﬁrst centuries of the Common Era
Hebrew literacy in Italy apparently remained
circumscribed to exclusively epigraphic testimonies, documentary evidence proves that already
in 9th-century Apulia, in Southern Italy, Italian authors composed liturgical poems following the model of classical Palestinian piyyu†,
although with some distinctive peculiarities.
The apparently sudden emergence of such phenomenon must not have been entirely ex nihilo,
and reveals close connections between the local
communities and Palestine. Nevertheless, the
reconstruction of the process of its dissemination and absorption remains unclear. Thus,
although its beginnings should probably be
ascribed to an earlier period, the apparently
abrupt passage from solely epigraphic evidence to liturgical poetry still presents scholars
with a complex, puzzling problem (Schirmann
1966:249ff; Fleischer 1983:415–416). The representatives of early Italian piyyu† in the second
half of 9th century include poets like Silano of
Venosa (Klar 1974:55–58; Beeri 1997–1998),
Shephatiah bar Amittai (Colafemmina 1977–
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